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Abstract 
The objective of the present work is to improve the digit recognition performance of speech signals affected with dysarthria. The 
paper presents preliminary studies performed on universal access dysarthric  speech recognition (UADSR) database. The works 
presented in the paper are organized into three stages. Firstly, the degradation in the digit recognition performance is 
demonstrated by testing the dysarthric digits  with the acoustic  models built using the digit samples  spoken by controlled 
speakers. Secondly, the prosodic analysis is performed on the dysarthric isolated digits that are available in the database. Finally, 
the prosodic parameters of the dysarthric speech is manipulated to match with the normal speech which is used to build the 
acoustic models. Based on the experiments conducted, the manipulation of duration parameters using  the state of the art time-
domain pitch synchronous overlap add (TD-PSOLA) method observed to be significantly improving the recognition rates in 
contrast to other prosodic parameters. The improvement in the word recognition rates are also  found to be in accordance with the 
intelligibility of the dysarthric speakers and hence proves the significance of  using customized prosodic scaling factors according 










Almost perfect word recognition rate is  achieved for clean and normal speech signals using the state of the art 
acoustic features and models[1]. However, there is always a challenge even in the limited vocabulary  word 
recognition of speech signals with abnormalities like emotion affected speech, stress affected speech and  dysarthric 
speech, speech affected by different noises and so on. The context of the present paper is the recognition of the 
speech affected by dysarthria. Dysarthria is  a condition  where the speech intelligibility is reduced to the neuro-
motor impairment  occurred due to head injuries or cerebral palsy [2],[3],[4]. In order to expose the dysarthric 
patients to the developments in the speech technology, studies on the dysarthric speech are  essential. 
 
There are some  works discussed in dysarthric speech literatures in the direction of improving the speech 
recognition. Sharma et al. conducted speech recognition experiments on small and  medium vocabulary size of the  
isolated dysarthric speech utterances available in the Universal Access Dysarthric Speech Recognition (UADSR) 
Database[4],[5].The experiments conducted were for  the development of HMM based speech recognition 
framework for testing different configurations like word based and phoneme based models, and different  features 
like Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), perceptual linear prediction (PLP), etc. The outcome of the 
experiments were the need for customized settings for individual dysarthric speakers for  achieving improved 
recognition performance. The paper also  concludes that speech recognition system showed better performance for 
the speakers with lower intelligibility. The objective measures which  reflects the subjective intelligibility score are 
developed based on the prosodic parameters by Falk et al.[3]. 
 
The  experimental results given by Sharma et al. are motivated for the current work which is  performed in three 
stages[4].  The first part of the work is analyzing the  effect of  dysarthria on the word recognition performance . The 
HMM word models are trained using the MFCC features of  normal speech obtained from the controlled speakers 
are used for the initial study . In order to find the dysarthric effect on the prosody of the speech,   a prosodic analysis  
is performed on the UADSR database. The supra-segmental features like word duration and  F0  are selected as the 
prosodic parameters. Then  finally, prosodic manipulation is performed for improving the recognition performance . 
 
The  organization of the work is  as follows: Description of  state of the art HMM based word recognition system is 
given in Section 2. Section 3 describes the details about the database and the dysarthric word recognition. The 
prosodic analysis of  dysarthric speech is  given in Section 4. The improved dysarthric word recognition by prosodic 
manipulation is given in Section 5. Finally Section 6  summarizes the work. 
 
 
2.ISOLATED DIGIT RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE OF SPEECH WITH DYSARTHRIC DISORDERS  
 
 
2.1.Data set from UADSR database [5] 
 
 UADSR database  has total vocabulary size of 255 words for different tasks like, digit recognition (T01), computer 
command identification (T02), radio alphabet recognition (T03), common word recognition (T05) and uncommon 
word recognition (T06). For the present  work, the data set corresponds to T01 is  used. In the database, each subject 
recorded each of the words in three sessions or blocks. Also, for each word there are seven examples collected 
through a seven channel microphone array. The blocks B1 and B3 are used for the training and  the block B2 is used 
for  testing. The word models correspond to each of the digits are trained using  the utterances in the blocks B1 &  
B3 of 12 control speakers available in the database. The speaker IDs starting with the alphabets 'M' and 'F' represent 




Table 1: Performance degradation of word recognition rates for dysarthric speech. 
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Speaker Word Recognition Performance Speech Intelligibility 
F02 55.71% 29% 
F03 17.14% 6% 
M04 10.00% 2% 
M05 38.57%   58% 
M06 62.86% 39% 
M07 31.43% 28% 
M09 81.43% 86% 
 
 
2.2. Acoustic Models for Isolated Digits 
 
The HMM word models are developed for  each of the digits using the data obtained from all the 12 normal control 
speakers. The 39 MFCC coefficients with energy, Delta and Double Delta are extracted as features with a frame size 
of  25 ms and 10 ms frame shift. Each HMM digit model has five states and 32 Gaussian mixture components per 
state characterizing the observation p.d.f. . As expected nearly 100% recognition rate is obtained  for all the speaker 
digits available  in the test data set B2. 
 
 
3.PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF ISOLATED DIGITS FROM DYSARTHRIC SPEAKERS  
 
To demonstrate the effect of dysarthric speech on the word recognition accuracies, the dysarthric speech of  seven  
subjects available in the UADSR database are used for  testing  with the acoustic models developed using  control 
speakers. Table 1 shows the word recognition performance of each dysarthric subjects available in UADSR database 
for the digit recognition task T01. A significant degradation in the word recognition is noted from the Table 1 as 
compared to that of the normal speakers. Also, from the Table 1,the degradation in  word recognition rate is in 
accordance with the speech intelligibility  of each  dysarthric subject. The speech intelligibility is measured by 
subjective  evaluation performed with the dysarthric subjects and  the values directly obtained from the paper by 
Sharma et al. [4]. For instance, the speaker M09 has the highest speech intelligibility and hence the word recognition 
rate of M09 is  the highest among all  other dysarthric speakers. Similarly, from Table 1, the speaker, M04 with 
lowest speech intelligibility showed lowest digit recognition rate. 
 
 
4. PROSODIC ANALYSIS OF DYSARTHRIC SPEECH  
 
 
The prosodic variations in the dysarthric speech as discussed by Falk et al. in [3] and by Kim et al. in [6], the 
prosodic analysis is performed on the UADSR database. As the pitch F0 and  duration are the important prosodic 
parameters, the prosodic analysis  is  restricted to these parameters in the present work[7][8]. The duration 
modification factors are derived for  each digits by finding the ratio of  average duration measured for  dysarthric 
speech with respect to that of the control speakers. The modification factors are derived separately for male and 
female speaker digit words. Similarly, pitch modification factors are obtained by finding the ratio of average pitch 
obtained for each dysarthric digit to that spoken by the normal control speakers. The event based instantaneous F0 
estimation method as proposed by Yegnanarayana et al.  is employed for the accurate measurement of the F0 values 
[9]. Table 2 provides the computed pitch and duration modification factors obtained for  each dysarthric digit in 
UADSR database. A significant gross average variations in the pitch and duration parameters have to be observed 
from Table 2. 
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5.IMPROVED WORD RECOGNITION OF DYSARTHIC SPEECH BY PROSODY MODIFICATION 
 
5.1. Prosody Manipulation 
 
The process of  modifying the F0 and duration factors is known as prosody modification [10] In the present work, 
the prosodic parameters of the input speech is scaled according to the prosody modification factors derived in Table 
2. The state of the art prosody modification algorithm which is popularly termed as TD-PSOLA (Time Domain 
Pitch Synchronous OverLap Add) is used in the present work for the prosody manipulation [11]. 
 
 
Table 2:Analysis of  pitch and duration factors male female speakers with respect the control speakers in UASDR databse. 
 
Speaker Duration Modification Factors 
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Male 0.8008 0.9437 0.7575 0.5776 0.8606 0.8620 0.8163 0.6901 0.7570 0.7235   
Female 0.5990 0.5155 0.4778 0.8742 0.6006 0.4466 0.4751 0.5186 0.6629 0.5534 
 
Pitch Modification Factors 
Male 0.7097 1.1910 0.9354 0.8512 0.8585 0.9338 0.9407 0.8278 0.9348 0.8481 
 




 In  TD-PSOLA, the speech signal is broken down into  a number of  analysis frames whose centers are analysis 
pitch marks estimated from the speech signal. From the  analysis pitch marks initially estimated, the synthesis pitch 
marks are derived according to prosodic scaling factors. The analysis frames are then placed centered around the 
nearest synthesis pitch marks in  an overlap add manner to synthesize the prosody modified speech. The details of  
PSOLA based prosody modification are available in  [11][12]. 
 
 
Table 3: Word recognition Performance  by pitch  an  duration modification. 
 
Speaker Word Recognition without 
Prosody Modification 
Word Recognition by Duration 
Modification 
Word Recognition by Pitch 
Modification 
F02 55.71 71.43 62.86 
F03 17.14 20.00 10.00 
M04 10.00 12.00 8.00 
M05 38.57 44.29 38.57 
M06 62.86 54.29 45.71 
M07 31.43 34.29 31.43 
M09 81.43 58.57 60.00 
 
 
5.2. Word Recognition by Prosody Modification 
 
For improving the recognition performance of  dysarthric speech, the prosody manipulation is  performed prior to 
the recognition using the acoustic models generated using the control speakers. The prosodic modification factors  
given  in the Table 2 show the scale factor by  which the prosody is increased with respect to the corresponding 
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word spoken by control speakers. Hence, the prosody of  dysarthric speech is  scaled with reciprocal of the values 
given in the Table 3 in order to  compensate for the prosodic variations in the dysarthric speech and  modify the 
prosody to match with corresponding control speech digit. The recognition experiments are conducted by 
independently modifying the duration and  pitch parameters of the dysarthric speech. Table 3 provides the 
recognition rates obtained by both pitch and duration modification of the dysarthric  speech. The performance of 
dysarthric  word recognition without prosody modification is also  given (as shown in Table 1) for  reference. The 
performance of the male and female speakers are obtained by using  respective modification factors computed for  
both  sets of  speakers independently. Significant jump in the word recognition rates are observed for  duration 
modification as compared to that of the pitch modification case. The improvement is more visible for the dysarthric 
speakers with lower intelligibility. For instance, the female speaker, F03's recognition rate of  17.14% without 
prosody modification is increased to 20% by duration modification. However the recognition is affected adversely 
by pitch modification. Even though an improved performance is  obtained for duration modification on low 
intelligibility speakers, but provided degraded performance for dysarthric speakers with higher intelligibility. For 
instance, the  speaker M04 with intelligibility rate of 86% showed degraded performance upon the duration 
modification. This observation also indicates the need for using  customized duration modification factors to each of 
the dysarthric speakers for recognition. 
 
6.SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The work in the paper presents preliminary studies on improving  the dysarthric word recognition for isolated digits. 
The degradation in the word recognition performance is initially observed for dysarthric  digits when tested with  the 
word models developed using  the control speakers. The study finds the significant prosodic  variations in the 
dysarthric words compared to that of the normal words. The variation at the prosodic level for  dysarthric  speech is 
accounted as  one of the reasons for the degradation in word recognition performance.  The scaling  factors for pitch 
and duration parameters are then obtained by analyzing  with respect the corresponding words spoken by the control 
speakers. To compensate for the prosodic variations in the dysarthric speech, the prosodic  parameters  of the test 
speech signals are scaled to match with prosody of the normal speech which is used for training the HMM word 
models. From the experimental results, the duration scaling  leads to better improvement in word recognition rates 
as compared to the pitch parameter scaling. The degraded performance of  dysarthric word recognition by pitch 
modification is  due to the distortions introduced at the spectral level (manipulation higher harmonics in speech) 
during pitch scaling of  entire utterance. As the pitch cycles are either repeated or dropped in the case duration 
modification, the chance of  spectral distortions are removed as compared to that of the pitch modification. Since 
experimental results also  show  that the improved recognition rates go in accordance with the intelligibility of the 
dysarthric speech, the possibilities of  using customized prosodic  settings for  individual subjects according  to the 
speech intelligibilities are needed. This  conclusion also  reinforces the results provided by Sharma et al. in [4]. 
 
The conclusions drawn from this paper should be  verified with a larger datasets extending  to different  tasks     like, 
common words (CW) , computer command (C), uncommon words (UW), etc. which are available in UADSR 
database. Also isolated word level studies presented in the paper should be extended to word recognition at the 
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